This paper introduces a novel algorithm, the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol AVNMP, for predictive network management. It explains how the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol facilitates the management of an active network by allowing future p r edicted state information within an active network to be available to network management algorithms. This is accomplished b y c oupling ideas from optimistic discrete event simulation with active networking. The optimistic discrete event simulation method used is a form of self-adjusting Time Warp. It is self-adjusting because the system adjusts for predictions which are inaccurate beyond a given tolerance. The concept of a streptichron and autoanaplasis are introduced as mechanisms which take advantage of the enhanced exibility and intelligence of active packets. Finally, it is demonstrated that the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol is a feasible concept.
Network Management and Active Networks
The problem this paper addresses is the complexity of managing large and rapidly growing communication networks. Network management consists of a wide variety of responsibilities including con guration management, performance management, fault management, accounting management, and security management. A network management system must be able to monitor, control, and report upon the status of all of these areas. This is usually performed using a standards based management protocol such as the Common Management Information Protocol CMIP 5 or the Simple Network Management Protocol SNMP 9 . A goal of network management i s to pro-actively detect problems in each of these areas. This means detecting such e v ents as performance problems and faults before they occur. This is accomplished by the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol.
Active networks 11 are a relatively recent concept in communication networks. Active networks are capable of executing general purpose code within packets as the packets are transmitted through intermediate network nodes. A framework for supporting the execution of general purpose code within packets as they travel through a network is an on-going research e ort. Thus active networks di er from today's communications networks because active networks o er a computational service in addition to a data transport service. In current communication networks non-executable data is passively forwarded through the traditional communication layers; intermediate devices such as bridges and routers only access the data link or network headers of packets. In active networks, intermediate devices can execute generic code within active packets as they travel through the network. The ability for communication networks to perform such computation o ers opportunities for great advantages in such areas as e ciency, rapid protocol development and deployment, and network exibility. However, active networks also add additional complexity, particularly in network management and security. The goal of the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol is to use the advantages active networks provide in order to handle the additional complexity in network management.
The Active Virtual Network Management Protocol caches predicted values within a State Queue and makes them available to a standard network management interface such as the Simple Network Management Protocol SNMP 9 as shown in Figure 1 . Because time is appended to the Object Identi er, a series of Get-Next requests will return all the predicted cached values of a Management Information Base MIB object. Also note in Figure 1 that the SNMP agent has the capability to reside within a packet. Because it is an active network, packets are capable of issuing management requests and respond-ing to such requests. The predictive capability provided by the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol facilitates the development o f a v ariety of predictive applications from mobile wireless location management and network security to improved Quality of Service QoS. Mobile systems, especially those using the Global Positioning System can predict their location. This information can be propagated through the system via the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol. An example of predictive mobile wireless location management i s d escribed in 4 . Because the mobile host's location can be predicted, the setup information required for hando can be cached ahead of time providing dramatic increases in the speed of hand-o and thus improved QoS. In the area of network security, given a set of vulnerabilities within a communications network, the most probable path an attacker will follow can be determined. The Active Virtual Network Management Protocol can thus incorporate the e ect of an attack in its prediction and the consequences of a real or anticipated attack can be propagated through the system before it occurs. In regards to Quality of Service, time sensitive applications require a predictable Quality of Service 1 . The o ered load at the input to the network can be predicted and the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol will transparently propagate the predicted load through intermediate network devices. An example of using predictive load management is described in 3 . An example of a method for predicting network tra c based on Wavelets 8 shows promise and can be used to implement the Driving Process DP within the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol. The Active Virtual Network Management Protocol driving process is described in Section 2.1.
Active Virtual Network Management Protocol Description
The Active Virtual Network Management Protocol algorithm encapsulates each P h ysical Process within a Logical Process as illustrated in Figure 2 . A P h ysical Process is nothing more than an executing task implemented by program code. An example of a Physical Process in a mobile wireless environment is the Rapidly Deployable Radio Network 10 beam table computation task. The beam table computation task generates a table of complex weights which controls the angle of radio beams based on position input. A Logical Process consists of the Physical Process and additional data structures and instructions which maintain message order and correct operation as the system executes ahead of real time. These structures are illustrated in detail in Figure 2 . As an example, the beam table computation Physical Process is encapsulated in a Logical Process which maintains generated beam tables in its State Queue and handles rollback due to out-of-order input messages or out-of-tolerance real messages as explained in Section 2.2. A Logical Process contains a Receive Queue QR, Send Queue QS, and State Queue SQ as shown in Figure 2 The Active Virtual Network Management Protocol Logical Process has the contents shown in Table 1 , the message elds are shown in Table 2 , and the message types are listed in Table 3 
Virtual Messages

Real-time Messages
Logical Process
If comparison true, then continue sending virtual messages.
If comparison false, then roll back and send anti-messages. destination Logical Process. It is not the link transfer time from source to destination Logical Process. The Send Time TS is the time this message was sent b y the originating Logical Process. The A" eld is the anti-toggle and is used for creating an anti-message to remove the e ects of false messages as described later. A message also contains a eld for current Real Time RT. This is used to di erentiate a real message from a virtual message. A message which is generated and time-stamped with the current time is called a real message. Messages which contain future event information and are time-stamped with a time greater than current time are called virtual messages. If a message arrives at a Logical Process out of order or with invalid information, it is called a false message. A false message will cause a Logical Process to rollback. 
Anti-messages
Driving Process
The Active Virtual Network Management Protocol algorithm requires a Driving Process DP to predict future events and inject them into the system. The Virtual Message RT t Real Message RT t driving process acts as a source of virtual messages for the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol system. Virtual messages are injected at a rate of vm messages per unit time and each virtual message has a l o o k ahead of vm time units. Logical Processes react to virtual messages. For example, in the case of mobile wireless networking, the Global Positioning System receiver process runs in real-time providing current time and location information and has been modi ed to inject future predicted time and location messages as well. Figure 3 shows an example how an active network would appear with Logical Processes and Driving Processes deployed. Notice that the driving processes de ne the scope of the system, that is, the degree to which the system is predictable. For example, if only a particular route is of interest for load prediction purposes, then driving processes may b e s e n t only to adjacent tributary nodes of the path. One of the objectives of this research is to enable the logical and driving processes to automatically and dynamically locate themselves in optimal positions within the network. 
Rollback
A rollback i s triggered either by messages arriving out of order at the Receive Queue of a Logical Process or by a predicted value previously computed by this Logical Process which is beyond the allowable tolerance. These are known as false messages because both types of messages are sources of error. In either case, rollback is a mechanism by which a Logical Process returns to a known correct state. The rollback occurs just as in the original Time Warp algorithm 6 . There are three phases. In the rst phase, the Logical Process state is restored to a virtual time strictly earlier than the Receive Time of the false message. In the second phase, anti-messages are sent to cancel the e ects of any i n valid messages which had been generated before the arrival of the false message. An anti-message contains exactly the same contents as the original message with the exception of an anti-toggle bit which i s set. When the anti-message and original message meet, they are both annihilated. The nal phase consists of executing the Logical Process forward in virtual time from its rollback state to the virtual time the false message arrived. No messages are canceled or sent b e t ween the virtual time to which the Logical Process rolled back and the virtual time of the false message. Because these messages are correct, there is no need to cancel or re-send them. This increases performance and it prevents additional rollbacks. Note that another false message or anti-message may arrive before this nal phase has completed without causing problems.
Streptichrons
In the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol architecture described thus far, there is a one-to-one correspondence between virtual messages and real messages. While this correspondence works well for adding prediction to protocols using a relatively small portion of the total bandwidth, it would clearly be bene cial to reduce the message load, especially when attempting to add prediction of the bandwidth itself. There are more compact forms of representing future behavior within an active packet besides a virtual message. For relatively simple and easily modeled systems, only the model parameters need be sent and used as input to the logical process on the appropriate intermediate device.
Note that this assumes that the intermediate network device's Logical Process is simulating the device operation and contains the appropriate model. However, because the payload of a virtual message is exactly the same as a real message, the payload of the virtual message can be passed to the actual device and the result from the actual device is intercepted and cached. In this case, the Logical Process is a thin layer of code between the actual device and virtual messages primarily handling rollback. An entire executable load model can be included within an active packet generated by the anaplasis is the self-adjusting characteristic of streptichrons. One of the virtues of the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol is the ability for the predictive system to adjust itself as it operates. This is accomplished in two w ays. When real time reaches the time at which a predicted value had been cached, a comparison is made between the real value and the predicted value. If the values di er beyond a given tolerance, then the Logical Process rolls backward in time. Also, active packets which implement virtual messages adjust, or re ne, their predicted values as they travel through the network. As a speci c example consider a streptichron in the form of a simple virtual message which anticipates load as illustrated in Figure 4 . Although the virtual message represents a message expected to exist in the future, the virtual message implementation exists in real time providing feedback t o the predictive system. For example, as the virtual message travels from one intermediate node to another, the packet computes its transfer time and compares it with the predicted state at that time of the intermediate logical process causing a rollback if it is out of tolerance. Also, as the streptichron travels through the network and as real time approaches the streptichron's Receive Time, the streptichron re nes its predicted value.
Class Hierarchy
The software architecture and state of the code under development are shown in Figure 5 . Time is critical in the architecture of the Active Virtual Network 
Performance Analysis
This section analyzes the bene t of Active Virtual Network Management Protocol in terms of speedup based upon accurately predicting system behavior. There are many factors which in uence speedup including out-of-order message probability, out-of-tolerance state value probability, rate of virtual messages entering the system, task execution time, task partitioning into Logical Processes, rollback overhead, prediction accuracy as a function of distance into the future which predictions are attempted, and the e ect of parallelism and optimistic synchronization. All of these factors are considered in this section beginning with a direct analysis using the de nitions from optimistic simulation. The de nition of Global Virtual Time GVT can be applied to determine the relationship among expected task execution time task , the real time at which the state was cached t SQ , and real time t. Consider the value V v which is cached at real time t SQ in the State Queue SQ resulting from a particular predicted event. The state queue values may be repeatedly added and discarded as Active Virtual Network Management Protocol operation proceeds in the presence of rollback. As rollbacks occur, values for a particular predicted event may change, converging to the real value V r . For correct operation of Active Virtual Network Management Protocol, V v should approach V r as t approaches GV Tt 1 where GV Tt 1 is the GV T of the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol system at time t 1 .
KU SmartPackets
Explicitly, this is for all 0 there exists 0 such that jGV Tt 1 ,tj implies jft,fGV Tt 1 j where ft = V r and fGV Tt 1 = V v . ft is the prediction function of a driving process. The purpose and function of the driving process has been explained in Section 2. Because Active Virtual Network Management Protocol will always use the correct value when the predicted time equals the current real time t and it is assumed that the predictions will become more accurate as the predicted time of the event approaches the current time, the reasonable assumption is made that lim !t f = V v . In order for the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol system to always look ahead, for all t GV Tt t. This means that for all n 2 fLPsg and for all t LV T lpn t t and min m2fMg fmg t where m is the receive time of a message, M is the set of messages in the entire system and LV T lpn is the Local Virtual Time of the n th Logical Process. In other words, the Local Virtual Time LVT of each Logical Process LP must be greater than or equal to real time and the smallest message Receive Time not yet processed must also be greater than or equal to real time. The smallest message Receive Time could cause a rollback to that time. This implies that for all n; t LV T dpn t t. In other words, this implies that the Local Virtual Time LVT of each driving process must be greater than or equal to real time. An out-of-order rollback occurs when m L V T t. The largest saved state time such that t SQ m is used to restore the state of the Logical Process, where t SQ is the real time the state was saved. Then the expected task execution time task can take no longer than t SQ , t to complete in order for GV T to remain ahead of real time. Thus, a constraint between expected task execution time task , state save time t SQ , and real time t has been de ned. There are three possible cases to consider when determining the speedup of the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol over non-lookahead sequential execution. In this section we will determine the speedup given each of these cases and their respective probabilities. These cases are illustrated in Figures 6 through 8 . The time that an event is predicted to occur and the result cached is labeled t virtual event , the time a real event occurs is labeled t real event , and the time a result for the real event is calculated is labeled t no,avnmp . In the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol, the virtual event and its result can be cached before the real event as shown in Figure 6 , between the real event but before the real event result is calculated shown in Figure 7 , or after the real event result is calculated as shown in Figure 8 . In each case, all events are considered relative to the occurrence of the real event. It is assumed that the real event occurs at time t. A random variable called the lookahead LA is de ned as LV T , t. The virtual event occurs at time t , LA. Assume that the task which must be executed once the real event occurs takes task time. Then without the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol the task is completed at time t + task . S parallel is the speedup due to parallelism, vm is the lookahead per virtual message, vm is the rate at which virtual messages are injected by a driving process, X and Y are random variables representing the proportion of out-of-order and out-of-tolerance messages respectively, task is the expected amount of time taken by the physical process to process an input message, and rb is the expected time taken by a Logical Process to rollback. Equation 2 includes the time to predict an event and cache the result in the State Queue SQ.
In 2 the expected value of X has been determined based on the inherent synchronization of the Logical Process topology. It is shown in 2 that X has an expected value which v aries with the rate of hand-o s in the mobile wireless location management application. It is clear that the proportion of out-of-order messages is dependent on the Logical Process LP architecture and the partitioning of tasks into Logical Processes. Thus, it is di cult in an experimental implementation to vary X. It is easier to change the tolerance rather than change the Logical Process architecture to evaluate the performance of the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol. For these reasons, the analy- LV T X;YjX=E X = 3 vm vm S parallel , task , task + rb E X , vm S parallel , 1 vm Y t + C LA X;YjX=E X = LV T X;YjX=E X , 1t + C 4
The probability of the event in which the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol result is cached before the real event is de ned in Equation 5 . The probability of the event for which the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol result is cached after the real event but before the result would have been calculated in the non-Active Virtual Network Management Protocol system is de ned in Equation 6. Finally, the probability of the event for which the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol result is cached after the result would have been calculated in a non-Active Virtual Network Management Protocol system is de ned in Equation 7. P cache = P LA X;YjX=E X task 5 P late = P 0 LA X;YjX=E X task 6 P slow = P LA X;YjX=E X 0 7
The goal of this analysis is to determine the e ect of the proportion of out-of-tolerance messages Y o n the speedup of a Active Virtual Network Management Protocol system. Hence we assume that the proportion Y is a binomially distributed random variable with parameters n and p where n is the total number of messages and p is the probability of any single message being out of tolerance. It is helpful to simplify Equation 4 by using 1 and 2 as de ned in Equations 9 and 10 in Equation 8. LA X;YjX=E X = 1 , 2 Y 8 1 = vm vm S parallel , vm task , 9 vm rb + task E X , 1t + C 2 = vm vm S parallel , 1 vm + rb t 10
The early prediction probability as illustrated in Figure 6 is shown in Equation 11 . The late prediction probability as illustrated in Figure 7 Figure 6 , the speedup C r is provided by the time to read the cache over directly computing the result. For the remaining cases the speedup is P R X;YjX=E X which has been de ned as LV T X;Y jX=E X t as shown in Equation 15 . The analytical results for speedup are graphed in Figure 10 10 results in a speedup of less than one. Real messages are always processed when they arrive at an Logical Process. Thus, no matter how late Active Virtual Network Management Protocol results are, the system will continue to run near real time. However, when Active Virtual Network Management Protocol results are very late due to a high proportion of out-of-tolerance messages, the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol system is slower than real time because out-oftolerance rollback overhead processing occurs. Antimessages must be sent to correct other Logical Processes which h a ve processed messages which h a ve n o w been found to be out of tolerance from the current Logical Process. This causes the speedup to be less than one when the out-of-tolerance probability is high.
Thus, P R X;YjX=E X 1 for the slow" case shown in in bandwidth overhead S B= s b . Thus if bandwidth reduction is much more important than speedup, the utility i s l o w and the proportion of rollback messages would have to be kept below 0.3 in this case. However, if speedup is of higher priority relative to bandwidth, the proportion of out-of-tolerance rollback message values can be as high as 0.5. If the proportion of out-of-tolerance messages becomes too high, the utility becomes negative because prediction time begins to fall behind real time.
The e ect of the proportion of out-of-order and out-of-tolerance messages on Active Virtual Network Management Protocol speedup is shown in Figure 12 . This graph shows that out-of-tolerance rollbacks have a greater impact on speedup than out-of-order rollbacks. The reason for the greater impact of the proportion of out-of-tolerance messages is that rollbacks caused by such messages always cause a process to rollback to real time. An out-of-order rollback only requires the process to rollback to the previous saved state. Figure 13 shows the e ect of the proportion of virtual messages and expected lookahead per virtual message on speedup. This graph is interesting because it shows how the proportion of virtual messages injected into the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol system and the expected lookahead time of each message can a ect the speedup. The real and virtual message rates are 0.1 messages per millisecond and the remaining parameters remain as previously stated. 15 P cache XjX=E X C r + P late XjX=E X + P slow XjX=E X P R X;YjX=E X U A V N M P = , P cache XjX=E X C r + 16 P late XjX=E X + P slow XjX=E X P R X;YjX=E X s , P jAC t j w , 
Summary
This paper has introduced a novel algorithm, Active Virtual Network Management Protocol AVNMP, for predictive network management. It explained how the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol facilitates the management o f a n active network by allowing future predicted state information within an active network to be available to network management algorithms. This has been accomplished by coupling ideas from optimistic discrete event simulation with active networking. The optimistic discrete event simulation method used is a form of self-adjusting Time Warp. The concept of a streptichron and autoanaplasis have been introduced as mechanisms which take advantage of the enhanced exibility and intelligence of active packets. Finally, it has been demonstrated that the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol is a feasible concept.
Future work on the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol will focus on dynamic message reprioritization such that both real and virtual messages are processed with optimal priority as well as automatic dynamic deployment of the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol logical and driving processes within a network. Work will also continue on nding synergies between the self-adjusting Time Warp algorithm and active networks in order to optimize the Active Virtual Network Management Protocol.
